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SARENS AND REBO SIGN PARTNERSHIP   

 

The Sarens Group ltd (Wolvertem) and REBO ltd (Oostende) have signed a partnership on the Rebo 

site in Oostende on Tuesday 11th September. In this agreement both partners commit themselves to 

cooperate intensively in the field of logistics of offshore related assignments. The Rebo site, situated 

at the Zeewezendock in the port of Oostende, is strategically located for the construction of offshore 

wind farms. The 20 ha of heavy load quays, the deepened quays and the direct access to the open 

sea make the Rebo site an ideal hub for offshore wind activities in the North Sea. 

 

The Sarens Group is world leader in heavy-lift cranes and special transport. With a seemingly 

unlimited fleet, state-of-the-art engineering and strict project management, Sarens offers creative 

solutions to increasingly challenging lifting and transport orders. From February till July of this year 

Sarens played a crucial role in the transport, the storage and pre-assembly of the various windmill 

components for the construction of the C-Power wind farm on the Thorntonbank. This year 30 

windmills were installed at sea, within the specified period of 5 months. 

 

The partnership implies that when a (potential) Rebo customer asks for a particular package of port 

infrastructure, including heavy lift services, Rebo and Sarens will join their commercial, marketing 

and public relations to try and obtain this assignment. Both parties work closely together to provide 

the best solution on a technical level, taking into account the specific situation of the Rebo 

terminal.Conversely, Sarens will propose the Rebo terminal if his client is looking for a suitable 

location for offshore wind activities. At the specific request of Rebo, Sarens will provide all necessary 

assistance to Conversely, the Sarens Rebo terminal proposals as its client is looking for a suitable 

location for offshore wind activities. At the specific request of Rebo, Sarens will provide all necessary 

assistance to the project so that Rebo can win the project.  

This agreement will benefit the know-how of the port of Oostende as an offshore hub. This will 

increase efficiency and confidence of (new) customers. 

 

 

About Sarens  

The Sarens Group, with its head office in Wolvertem, is an international company of Belgian origin, 

specialized in crane rental and engineering projects involving lifting and moving loads with 

exceptional sizes and weights.  



 

 

 

The family-owned business, currently active in over 50 countries, employs some 3.600 staff around 

the world, with a consolidated turnover of € 470 million. This “specialist of the extra-ordinary” brings 

its broad gamut of cranes and other equipment worldwide into action within different industries. 

Sarens’ main customers are companies active in oil & gas production, energy, petrochemicals, major 

civil projects and mining. A specialized wind division focuses on setting up wind turbines, both 

onshore and offshore. 

 

For further information please contact: 

Hendrik Sarens 

Autoweg 10 

1861 Wolvertem 

Belgium 

T: +32 52 319 319 

F: +32 52 319 329 

info@sarens.com 

www.sarens.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


